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Description

Observation
openQA test in scenario opensuse-Tumbleweed-NET-x86_64-otherDE_enlightenment@64bit fails in
terminology
Test needs validation, possibly new needles

Test suite description
Reproducible
Fails since (at least) Build 20211217

Expected result
Last good: 20211216 (or more recent)

Further details
Always latest result in this scenario: latest
History
#1 - 2021-12-20 11:42 - maritawerner
Dominik, you are the maintainer of that failing test. Should I assign the ticket to you?
#2 - 2021-12-20 11:56 - dimstar
- Assignee set to dimstar
maritawerner wrote:
Dominik, you are the maintainer of that failing test. Should I assign the ticket to you?
Yeah, I'll take it
#3 - 2021-12-20 12:19 - dimstar
Some testing shows that we're actually not really having an issue in 'terminology', but rather in
enlightenment_first_start
where we seem not to succeed in clicking the 'acpi warning' away (and a generic desktop needle kept on matching despite the warning still showing;
that wrong needle has now been removed, will keep on working on finding wht the acceptance of the warning did not succeed)
#4 - 2021-12-20 15:51 - dimstar
dimstar wrote:
Some testing shows that we're actually not really having an issue in 'terminology', but rather in
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enlightenment_first_start
where we seem not to succeed in clicking the 'acpi warning' away (and a generic desktop needle kept on matching despite the warning still
showing; that wrong needle has now been removed, will keep on working on finding wht the acceptance of the warning did not succeed)
Proposal to fix it: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/13898
It tries to click the 'OK' button on the acpid failure, then checks to see if it's still there (up to 5 times)
#5 - 2021-12-20 15:52 - dimstar
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 80
#6 - 2022-01-04 01:50 - openqa_review
This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:
This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: otherDE_enlightenment
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/2119255
To prevent further reminder comments one of the following options should be followed:
1. The test scenario is fixed by applying the bug fix to the tested product or the test is adjusted
2. The openQA job group is moved to "Released" or "EOL" (End-of-Life)
3. The bugref in the openQA scenario is removed or replaced, e.g. label:wontfix:boo1234
#7 - 2022-01-17 15:29 - maritawerner
dimstar is this done already?
#8 - 2022-01-17 16:05 - dimstar
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 80 to 100
maritawerner wrote:
dimstar is this done already?
yes, https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/13898 was indeed merged and the test has been passing mostly reliable in the last
days
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/latest?arch=x86_64&distri=opensuse&flavor=NET&machine=64bit&test=otherDE_enlightenment&version=Tumble
weed#next_previous
Let's consider this done
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